
Haa Shuká Tundatáani: Financial Literacy in
Tlingit Country

Figure 1: Design Attributions - Yanÿeidí, Design by Delfine Decker, Goldbelt Heritage Foundation

An Indigenous Framework for Learning

Haa Shuká Tundatáani represents a way of learning and understanding that connects us as people
with the histories that have formed us, the knowledge we share today, and the world delivered by our
future selves for future generations. This Indigenous framework seeks to heal.

This framework is designed around the heart at the center of existence, pumping what has existed
before into what will exist in the future through the practice of listening, learning, and creation.  This
cycle of learning and belonging is in each of us and calls to be acknowledged and fostered by our
surroundings and histories. Gunalchéesh, thank you to the Yanyeidi whose story guides the visual
representation and philosophy behind the heart of our learning framework and its existence rooted in
landscapes.
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UNIT PLAN

Ideologies

Haa Shuká Tundatáani:
Á Yahaayí Kudzitee Dáanaa, Yú.á (Money has a spirit, they say). In this unit, students will expand
their understanding of wealth and money through a series of interactions with common financial
tools.

Unit Name & Level of Integration Required:
● L2 - this unit requires pre-planning such as gathering relevant materials, collaborating with

GHF Indigenous educators, cultural bearers, and/or language speakers.

Unit Author & Contact:
 Author: Lily Hope

Grade Range & Subject:
Grades 6-8

Time and Timing:
2-3 weeks

Materials:
● Lesson One: a one dollar bill, ld money examples: cowrie shells (Africa), old metal

(Egyptians), blocks of wood (English, Middle Ages), leather (Chinese) and beads (Indian),
Haa Tuwunáagu Yís, Nora Marks Dauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer, Háa Kusteeyí, Nora
Marks Dauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer, start saving your grocery receipts

● Lesson Two: drawing paper, markers/crayons
● Lesson Three: grocery receipts, calendars with ample space for writing, calculators
● Lesson Five: print essay from http://www.sealaskaheritage.or…
● Lesson Six: mock checks (comes with this unit), checkbook ledger (comes with this unit),

parts of a check diagram (comes with this unit), fake receipts (comes with this unit), savings
and checking deposit slips, lollipops (or some other treat)

● Lesson Seven: calculators
● Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Unit by Lily Hope (PDF)
● Haa Shuká Tundatáani: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country (PDF)

Essential Questions:
● How do we define wealth?
● How do we build wealth in our communities by growing, harvesting and eating our

indigenous foods?
● How do we share our wealth at the Tlingit koo.éexʼ or memorial ceremony?

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Student Skill Sets & Understandings to Be Developed:
● Understand the history of money
● Develop a working definition of money
● Understand how trust and money are intertwined
● Evaluate money and bartering
● Understand differences between checking and savings accounts
● Be able to balance a checkbook
● Know how and when to use various banking slips

Standards / Established Goals:
AK: Cultural Standards (2016)
A1. assume responsibility for their role in relation to the wellbeing of the cultural community and
their life-long obligations as a community member;
A7. determine the place of their cultural community in the regional, state, national and international
political and economic systems;
AK: PS/GLE: History (2016)
AH. ICGP 10 identifying the role of Alaska Native individuals and groups in actively proposing and
promoting federal legislation and policies (e.g., William Paul, Tanana Chiefs, ANB, ANS) [DOK 1] (H.
A1, B2)
AH. CC 6 explaining the historical context and the legal foundations (e.g., Alaska Constitution,
ANCSA, MMPA, ANILCA, Katie John case) pertinent to subsistence. [DOK 1] (GC. A2, C. A4)

Methodologies

Methodologies
● Direct Instruction

Cultural Engagement:
This unit helps to broaden student
perspective and understanding of true
wealth. To compare and contrast the
monetary structures of Tlingit culture with
western culture can help to redefine how
students will approach their own financial
well-being in the future.

Elder / Culture Bearer Role:
Host an Elder knowledgeable about Tlingit hunting,
fishing and harvesting schedule

Critical Thinking Strategies

Home Connections:

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Students will begin to consider some of the challenges and opportunities of money management for
their families.

Unit Progression:
1. Lesson One: Money - What Is It?
2. Lesson Two: How Do We Define Wealth?
3. Lesson Three: Hidden Wealth - Our Indigenous Foods
4. Lesson Four: Creating Savings, Building Wealth
5. Lesson Five: Saving for the Koo.éexʼ - Indigenous Wealth Building
6. Lesson Six: Checking and Savings Accounts
7. Lesson Seven: Credit Cards

Developing Critical Thinkers:
● Student-led discussions
● Inquiry-based learning

Tlingit Phrases:
●  Sh yáa ayakdané ka ldakát káa yáa at uwanéi: Respect for Self, Elders and Others

(Self-respect and respect for everyone)

Pinnacle Vocabulary:
● Á Yahaayí Kudzitee Dáanaa, Yú.á (Money has a spirit, they say)

Check for Understanding

Formative Evaluation:
● Journaling
● Discussions

Summative Evaluation:
● Ledger exercise
● Presentation

Reflections

Student Self-Reflections:
Multiple opportunities are provided for students to journal in response to reflective prompts.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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**scroll down for lesson template (copy and paste to duplicate the template for additional lessons).

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson One - Money: What Is It?

Timing:
45-60 minutes

Essential Questions:
● Where do we find moneyʼs origins in the

world?
● What is money now?
● How is it useful?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Group discussion
● Hands-on exploration
● Critical reading
● Writing

Materials Needed:

● A one dollar bill
● Old money examples: cowrie shells (Africa), old metal (Egyptians), blocks of wood

(English, Middle Ages), leather (Chinese) and beads (Indian)
● Haa Tuwunáagu Yís, Nora Marks Dauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer
● Háa Kusteeyí, Nora Marks Dauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer
● Lesson #1

Teacher note: Start saving your grocery receipts to be used later on in this unit. In this simulation
activity, you will need one monthsʼ worth of grocery receipts, but you can save for a week and
multiply by four or two weeks and multiply by two, etc.

Lesson Progression:
Hook
Today class, we start our journey into financial literacy and weʼre going to talk about money. Please
give me the first ideas that come to your mind. Iʼm going to write them here on the whiteboard.
Teacher writes, “What is Money?” header on Whiteboard.

Building Understanding

● Students offer ideas for what is money.
● Teacher writes all ideas down without censoring.
● Class discusses which ideas seem most true, most precise and efficient definitions of money.
● Teacher writes textbook definition on whiteboard: “Money is any object or record that is

generally accepted as payment for goods and services.”

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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● Teacher presents idea of bartering and how weʼve grown out of that as a world people (in
most places) and the near-universal agreement of money as the means to exchange value
for goods and services.

● Teacher presents other forms of money throughout history, handing out tangible money
examples and talks about each: where they come from, who used them and the years in use.

● Students touch (or look at images) of old time money and ask questions as needed.
● Teacher pulls out a dollar bill and asks a student to read the words on the back: “In God We

Trust.”
● Teacher talks about how we all ʻtrustʼ that the dollar will be worth the same to each of us.

The dollar bill could simply read, “We Trust.”
● Teacher presents that historically, most currencies were based on physical commodities

such as gold or silver, but our American money, called ʻfiat moneyʼ is based solely on faith.
We trust our money will retain value.

● Together, read aloud an excerpt of Jennie Thlanautʼs speech from Haa Tuwunáagu Yís about
the energy of money. Also read excerpts from Háa Kusteeyí, Jim and Jenny Marksʼ biography
(pg 445) and the Jessie Dalton speech, regarding money.

● Discuss the readings as a class and ask for students to share their family beliefs or sayings
regarding money.

○ When someone says ʻmoney ,̓ what is your first thought?
○ How does your family handle money?
○ How do you feel about money?
○ How could you improve your money culture?

Concluding Activity
Ask each student to write down five things:

1. One type of historical money they remember
2. A definition of money, as was figured out or presented
3. How trust and money relate to each other
4. One of their familyʼs money beliefs
5. One Tlingit belief/practice regarding money from the readings.

Related Performance Tasks:

● Listen and follow along during discussion
● Touch examples of old-fashioned money
● Evaluate money and bartering
● Report back turn in short journal entry on todayʼs learning

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Two - How Do We Define Wealth?

Timing:
45 minutes

Essential Questions:
● How do we define wealth?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Art
● Short lecture
● Group participation
● Presentation

Materials Needed:

● Drawing paper
● Markers / crayons
● Lesson #2

Lesson Progression:
Hook
Today weʼre going to explore our definitions of wealth. Everyone get out your crayons/markers and
drawing paper.

Building Understanding

● Students have up to ten minutes to draw their best image of wealth.
● Teacher asks students to describe the pictures, writing each of the images or ideas on the

whiteboard under the heading: What is Wealth?
● Teacher presents the idea from Buckminster Fuller that a personʼs wealth can be measured

by how many days he/she can go without going to work to make money to live
● Discuss how free time and wealth may go hand-in-hand. Bring up the idea of health as a

version of wealth.
● Example, if we are bedridden ill, are we able to enjoy our money wealth?
● With this new information, students work together as a class to figure out the best definition

for wealth and vote on a working definition.
● Students get another ten minutes to draw their newest version of wealth and will compare

first drawing to the second.

Concluding Activity

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Students may opt to share first and second drawings with the class.

Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Three: Hidden Wealth - Our Indigenous
Foods

Timing:
Two sessions - 45 minutes each

Essential Questions:
● How do we build wealth in our

communities by growing, harvesting and
eating our indigenous foods?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Group discussion
● Small group development of food

harvesting calendars / seasons and
corresponding money-saved charts

Materials Needed:

● Grocery receipts (as mentioned in lesson one)
● Calendars with ample space for writing
● Calculators
● Lesson #3

**Teacher note: Host an Elder knowledgeable about Tlingit hunting, fishing, and harvesting schedule.

Lesson Progression:
Hook
Class, how much do you think we spend on buying groceries each week? Each month? Does anyone
have a guess? Here we have all of last monthʼs grocery receipts from my familyʼs household. Letʼs
add them up. Please read the total to me, (hands receipts to a few students to read aloud). Teacher
adds up receipt totals on white board.

Building Understanding

● Teacher asks class how they could estimate a years worth of her food expenses (multiply the
month total by 12).

● Now class, who has a fisherman in the family? How much fish do we eat? Who knows a
hunter who fills the freezer with deer or other wild game? Letʼs now figure out how much
time and money it takes to harvest/hunt for such

● Invite Elder / Knowledge Bearer to share about traditional harvest times throughout a

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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calendar year. Have students ready with pencil and paper to record the time of year for each
hunt/fish/harvest and the common quantity of food harvesting during that time.

● As a class, letʼs try to estimate how many meals one deer or ten fish provides.
● How much money do we save by catching, hunting and harvesting our own food?
● Letʼs talk about our time trade: the value of our time as wealth. If we work 40 hours a week

to make money to buy our groceries, how many hours could we not work if we utilized our
subsistence lifestyle more o�en.

● Have students get into three small groups (January-April, May-August,
September-December) and design a harvest/hunt/fishing calendar schedule for their
assigned ʻseasonʼ with corresponding ʻmoney-savedʼ list and an estimated grocery expense
list for comparison.

● Have the Elder visit each group to assist.
● Talk about budgeting money for groceries and budgeting food for the year. When do we eat

fish? Jarred berries? Seaweed?
● How do the Tlingit share wealth with their people? Food at parties and memorials?

Concluding Activity
Upon completion, have each group do a short presentation to the class, noting how much they
would have spent in groceries without subsistence. Food harvesting calendars, corresponding
time/money-saved charts and a grocery expense list will be posted outside your classroom for other
classes to enjoy.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Four: Creating Savings, Building Wealth

Timing:
60 minutes

Essential Questions:
● What are the benefits to saving?
● What does your family save for?
● What could you save for?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Presentation
● Discussion
● Action

Materials Needed:

● Lesson #4

Lesson Progression:
Hook
What is expendable income? Did you know that the age group with the most expendable income is
students 14-20 years of age? Why do you think? (Write responses on board) What does this mean for
building wealth?
 **Side-note: expendable income is the le�over income amount that you have a�er all your concrete
expenses (bills) have been paid.

Building Understanding

● Teacher asks students to close their eyes and answer next question by raising their hands.
How many of you know that your parents save money on a regular basis?

● Teacher writes number families from the class are saving on the board
● Did you know that most American families have less than one monthʼs salary saved?

○ Remember our working definition of wealth? (The amount of months that we can
live without working)

○ What does this mean for us?
○ How do we change it?
○ Can we change it?

● Imagine if we saved 25 cents a day for the rest of our lives? Letʼs figure it out together.
○ What if it was a dollar a day? As a class, figure out what this would look like, saved

for five years, for ten, for thirty, without interest.
○ Class figures these amounts out together…

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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● Give students a short (5-10 min) writing assignment:
○ What would you save for?
○ In the short term?
○ In the long term?

Concluding Activity
Ask if any students want to share what they would save for or what their family saves for. What if we
planned our lives to save a dollar a day for the rest of our lives? What would our ʻold ageʼ look like?

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Five: Saving for the Koo.éexʼ - Indigenous
Wealth Building

Timing:
60 minutes

Essential Questions:
● How do we share our wealth at the

Tlingit koo.éexʼ or memorial ceremony?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Reading out loud
● Writing
● Discussion

Materials Needed:

● Essay form: http://www.sealaskaheritage.or…
● Lesson #5

Lesson Progression:
Hook
Students, have any of you attended or served at a Tlingit memorial year-a�er party or koo.éexʼ?
What do you remember most about the parties?

Building Understanding

● Teacher writes down student responses.
● Today, we want to think about wealth in terms of our culture.How much time, money and

resources do we need to save to create a successful koo.éexʼ?
● Letʼs read this essay together, on the schedule of a traditional koo.éex .̓ While we read, please

have your notebook handy, so you can list items that need to be purchased, caught or
harvested or made for the party. We will compile a
list at the end.

● Ask each student to read a paragraph or section, going around the room.
● When finished reading, ask each student to contribute to the list of items needed for a

successful party.
● Write responses on board.
● What forms of wealth - both material and immaterial - are given to the opposite side during

this party? Do you feel like Western society values these same ones or something different?
● Discuss together, and try to figure out how many months, how much money and/or how

much time it takes to prepare all the items.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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● What does this mean for budgeting time, money and preparations for a party over a
one-year period? Discuss.

● Letʼs think about this in terms of what it means to be wealthy in the Tlingit society.
○ How does it compare and contrast to our Western society?

Concluding Activity
In closing, letʼs spend a few minutes journaling about what wealth means in the Tlingit world and,
what we defined in our earlier lesson, in the Western world. Please answer how you might
incorporate some of these values into your own life.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Six: Checking and Savings Accounts

Timing:
2-3 sessions, 60 minutes each (if field trip is an
option)

Essential Questions:
● How are checking and savings accounts

different?
● How do banks work?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Field trip
● Critical listening
● Reflection
● Discussion
● Group work

Materials Needed:

● Mock checks
● Checkbook ledger
● Parts of a check diagram
● Fake receipts
● Savings and checking deposit slips
● Lollipops (or some other treat)
● Lesson #6

Lesson Progression:
Hook
Students, have any of you attended or served at a Tlingit memorial year-a�er party or koo.éexʼ?
What do you remember most about the parties?

Building Understanding
Activity, Part 1

● Field trip: Go visit a bank as a class. Speak with bank manager, have the manager show
class around inside and introduce bank tellers and agents, etc…have bank manager
explain difference between savings and checking and why
people might choose to open both types.
○ Ask her to explain what the bank does with the money people deposit.

● Upon return to class, write two to four paragraphs about what we learned, in student
journals.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Activity, Part 2

● Discuss how checks are a promise to pay and that technically, if all elements are present,
a bank could theoretically accept a check scrawled on a paper bag.

● Also, “If you write a check and do not have the money in your account you “bounce” a
check. The bank returns the check to you unpaid and the bank will charge you a he�y
fee. Usually if this happens you will have written several
checks and you get a fee for each one. It adds up.” http://themint.org/kids/tracki...

● Examine a check with all its parts (see worksheet): ownerʼs address, bank address/logo,
routing number, account number, what to write in ʻmemo,̓ date line, ʻfor ,̓ longhand
writing of check amount, amount box, signature, etc.…Be sure to mention, NEVER to put
your social security number on your checks.

● Hand out the mock checks, each having some important element missing. Have
students fill in the missing pieces.
○ Check #1 has the amount box missing
○ Check #2 has the check number missing
○ Check #3 has the owners name/address missing

● Then have each student ʻwrite a checkʼ to another classmate.
● Each student receives a check and evaluates whether it is correctly filled out.
● Select four students (who seem to know this stuff) to be ʻbank tellers .̓ Then each student

takes his/her check to the ʻtellersʼ and deposits the money in his/her account.
● Share the elements present on savings deposit and withdrawal slips.
● As a class, have each student through, correctly fill out both types. Deposit those with

the tellers as well.
● As each student successfully deposits checks and savings slips, he/she gets to choose a

lollipop from the bank teller.

Activity, Part 3

● Today we will balance a checkbook. Has anyone done this? Or seen this done?
Surprisingly, many people donʼt do it.

● Hand out checkbook ledgers to each student
○ Walk through each element/line on a check book ledger

● Draw large one on white board and fill it out correctly, as students follow along, with
both deposits and ʻdebits .̓ Do two of each….

● Then hand out fake receipts (included with this unit) for expenses and mock checks of
income to each student. Ask them to correctly fill in the ledgers, as if they spent the
money and earned the income checks: they must ʻbalanceʼ
their books.

● Students can work in teams to complete/assist one another. Each student turns in her

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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own ledger and receipts to the teacher.

Concluding Activity
Okay, class. Who can tell me the difference between a savings and checking account? Do you feel
confident balancing a checkbook?

Related Performance Tasks:

● Create mock ledger of deposits and withdrawals
● Correctly fill out both checking and savings deposit slips
● Report back, by turning in short journal entry on these lessonsʼ learning

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture

Grade Range: Mixed Middle School Time: 2-3 weeks
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Learning Plan

Lesson Number  & Title:
Lesson Seven: Credit Cards

Timing:
60 minutes

Essential Questions:
● What is a credit card? How does one

work?

Differentiation Strategies:
● Lecture
● Group Discussion
● Journaling

Materials Needed:

● Calculators
● Lesson #7

Lesson Progression:
Hook
When I say ʻcredit card ,̓ what is the first thing that comes to your mind? Teacher writes down all
answers on white board. Now, what is a credit card? Anyone? Write some of those ideas down. Then
introduce definition: “a small plastic card issued by a bank, business, etc., allowing the holder to
purchase goods or services on credit”.

Building Understanding
● Ask if students understand what “buy on credit” means. Then, explain that itʼs like spending

money you donʼt have and if you donʼt pay it back by the end of the month (or billing cycle),
the card company charges you an interest fee for using that money. That is how the credit
card companies make money.

● Credit cards carry an annual fee, usually, as well as an annual percentage rate or interest
rate, which is applied every month, to any outstanding balances.

● Keep track of all the following hypothetical expenses, to use in step #5.
○ For example, letʼs say you wanted a new bike for $100. If your annual credit card

interest rate is 29% and you didnʼt pay your card off for a whole year, letʼs figure out
how much that bike might cost you in the end… (100.00 x .29=$29, so that bike was
actually $129.

● Figure a few more examples together.
○ Like dinner and a movie date night for two: Dinner is $40 and movies with snacks are

$35.
○ What about a new pair of running shoes at $90?

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture
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○ Or a new dishwasher at $500, for your parents?
○ Have each students work through the problems with teacher on board.

● Now, letʼs come up with a few others:
○ What else could we buy with our credit cards?
○ Teacher takes ideas from students and class helps to figure out what each would

cost if not paid off by end of year.
● Now, letʼs say we buy ALL the above items and only pay the monthly minimum on our cards.

○ How many months would it take for us to pay off our credit card debt?
○ How much interest would we end up paying?

● Class, if this is the cost of using a credit card, is it worth it? Discuss.

Concluding Activity
Please write in your journal what you think about credit cards.

● Do you think there is any time that we really should use a card instead of cash?
● Most truly wealthy people say, “use the cash you have”. If you want to create and maintain

real wealth, donʼt own or use a credit card. Use your bankcard that is linked to real time
cash.

Unit Title: Financial Literacy in Tlingit Country Subject / Course: Tlingit Culture
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